
Take Control of Your Business 
& Gain Peace of Mind
Find out how agricultural equipment dealerships succeed with DIS.



900+ dealers manage their business with DIS
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Here is why dealers prefer DIS:

All-in-One Toolset

Complete Control, Always

Higher Service Profitability

Readily Available Support & Training
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All the tools 
you need 

in one toolbox.

Manage Sell Organize Finances

Track Customers Improve Service

Control Parts Oversee Rentals
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All-IN-ONE TOOLSET
The only software you’ll ever need to run your entire business.
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„
DIS allows me to look at all my departments to see how they are performing in the 
month versus budget. It helps answer questions like, ‘Do we have enough potential 
sales to make sure we’re at least hitting our budget and exceeding it?’

I can then ask my departments, ‘Where are you at on this deal or that deal that we’ve 
been talking about?’ DIS allows you to do more business with the same number of 
personnel.

Jason Collins, Lansdowne-Moody Co.



„
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The overall impact of DIS on our dealership is quite huge, because it impacts every 
area – Service, Parts, Sales and so on. 

Everything’s integrated and works together. It’s the core of our business in terms  
of visibility into everything and how it all works.

Matt Travis, Alderman’s Inc.
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„
DIS keeps our dealership together and helps us become more efficient. Reporting, 
keeping track of our parts and units inventories for service and so on are just a handful 
of examples of what DIS allows us to do.

It’s like the central glue for all the departments, and we do all kinds of work through 
DIS.

Darren Smith, Berchtold Equipment



„
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Thanks to DIS, we amalgamated all of the stores within our dealership. We see each 
other’s operations, and we can talk about it.

We can view parts from other stores, and you can order parts for the entire group.  
The stores can all use one good system to get the job done.

André Homier, Centre Agricole Nicolet-Yamaska
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„
If DIS was to disappear, we would probably be in complete chaos. You need the system 
in place so that all of the departments can function together. It keeps the business 
running and keeps everything in balance.

Jessica White, Buttars Tractor-Tremonton Inc. 



„
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Without DIS, our business would come to a halt. Without a system in place to keep 
track of over-the-counter invoicing, service jobs and accounting, things wouldn’t move 
forward.

We rely on those core things to feed all the other things we do. Without DIS, it would 
take hours to do what we’re doing in several minutes.

Jeff Degraff, Garton Tractor Inc.  
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Monitor everything
in every location. 

Easily.

Inventory Customer relations

Profit marginsCash flow

Labor efficiencies

Units soldTrade-ins



COMPLETE CONTROL, ALWAYS
Understand how your dealership is doing at any time.

Units sold
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„
DIS has helped us to grow as a business. When we came on with DIS, we were three 
locations. We’ve grown to seven locations in that timeframe. So, I would say that’s 
been the biggest impact that DIS has had – that it’s allowed us to grow and has 
grown with us over those years.

Brian Sievers, Sievers Equipment Co.



„
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DIS improved the functionality of our dealership. Our processes are streamlined.  
We strive to have the same experience in every single store, and DIS helps us do that.

Dan Heaoy, Lansdowne-Moody Co.
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„
DIS helps us manage the complexity of accounts that there are in any dealership.  
For us, that need is even greater due to the variety of businesses that we have.
 
Being able to keep all information compartmentalized and accurately updated  
– thanks to the ACGO, ARI and Partsmart interfaces in particular – is really helpful.  
I can’t imagine doing any of that manually.

Rauel LaBreche, McFarlane Manufacturing Company   



„
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DIS helps me keep tabs on all five stores – where they’re at for their monthly sales, 
where they’re at for their open documents and so on. I pretty much live in it.

Ashlee Reed, Wickham Tractor
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„
DIS is the core of our business. It provides us with all the tools we need to manage 
everything – the Parts, the Services, the Sales, you name it. All our businesses are 
connected together with the DIS system to give us more control over them.

Jimmy Labbé, Les Équipements Adrien Phaneuf Inc.   



„
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DIS had a big impact on our dealership when we decided to implement it across all  
of our locations.

As competitive as things are in this world, we need to be looking for as much 
automation as possible. This way, we can take advantage of the personnel that we 
have in place, and DIS does a wonderful job of helping us that way.

Jason Collins, Lansdowne-Moody Co.  
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Make your techs 10x more productive.

Increased tech mobility

Easy service management



HIGHER SERVICE PROFITABILITY
Run a more efficient and profitable service department.
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„
Our company has been very service-focused for the past several years, so DIS rolling 
the Service WIP into Management 360 has been key. It is such an easy graphical 
interface to look at, and I can very quickly narrow in to see our ‘problem work  
orders’; we look at that daily.

Jason Collins, Lansdowne-Moody Co.



„
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I love having customer information at our fingertips – being able to get a snapshot 
of what kind of equipment a customer owns when they walk in the door is great.  
Then there’s the picture function, which allows us to recognize our customers by their 
face when they come in.

Ashlee Reed, Wickham Tractor
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„
Loved how DIS Service Scheduling allows us to see technicians’ clocking activity within 
the schedule itself. Seeing pending work orders is also great since it helped us replace 
two or three external docs. And it’s very simple to use.

It also helped us reduce phone calls from site to site and eliminate plenty of other 
admin tasks. So, now our Service Manager is able to save one to two hours and devote 
that time to more crucial activities.

Keith Spicer, Vermeer Southeast
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I’m really excited for Service Logistics.

The ability for the tech guys in the field to get their time done quicker so that it can 
be processed and billed quicker is great. It would help us avoid duplicate entry when 
writing things out by hand, as our techs currently do, as well as getting them back into 
the back office to have them converted and edited.

That’s going to be very exciting, I think.

Jason Collins, Lansdowne-Moody Co.  



Get the help you need, always.

Web training Onsite training Online tutorials Regional training
seminars



SUPPORT & TRAINING  
FROM INDUSTRY EXPERTS

You’ll be in good hands.
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„
DIS has had a good family relationship with us; they treat us like we’re one of their 
key partners.

We feel like we’re more than just a customer number to them. When I need something, 
I feel like I know the people that I am dealing with. We can reach both – people  
in management and those on the Customer Support team.

Fred Titensor, Valley Implement 



„
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Whenever I talk to somebody from DIS Support, it’s always very pleasant. They’re very 
professional and friendly. They’re always sure to say, ‘Is there anything else I can help 
you with?’ And that’s part of the culture, I think, of DIS, and it melds really well with 
the culture at McFarlane.

Rauel LaBreche, McFarlane Manufacturing Company
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„
“We’ve been running this business for many years with the DIS system. The fact that 
I can always call the DIS helpline and have a knowledgeable person help me with any 
issue is great.

And if they can’t sort it out right that second, they research it and get back to me 
fairly quickly. They’re always very supportive and help me through difficult situations 
whenever they arise.”

Lucy Windebank, W.J. Lambert & Sons



„
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My experience with the DIS support has been super. You ask them a question, and very 
shortly after that, you receive an answer in terms of where to go to fix the problem.

If it’s less straightforward, they help you overcome the challenge one-on-one. I have 
never had a problem with them lacking understanding of the technology, or my point 
of view.

André Homier, Centre Agricole Nicolet-Yamaska
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„
My favorite aspect of DIS is the support. With DIS, when you have trouble, you 
can phone or email them and get in touch with somebody quickly, and I never  
get a ‘no’ as an answer.

They always try to help us find a way, and I think that’s their strength.

Jimmy Labbé, Les Équipements Adrien Phaneuf Inc.
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I like the way that DIS cares for us. I think the support is very good. They’re pretty 
responsive, and I believe our people know where to go for help, and they get it  
in a timely manner.

Troy Bouffard, Binkley & Hurst
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DIS Milestones in the Last 40 Years

1980

DIS Corporation is born.

1980
Coastal Machinery – first DIS customer. 

1983

DIS receives venture capital funding to 
continue its rapid growth.

1985
DIS sells 85 systems in one month and  

is recognized in Inc, Magazine’s list of “500 
Fastest-Growing Companies.”

1991

AGCO selects DIS as one of only three 
preferred vendors for dealer 

computer systems.

1994
Ford Motor Company selects DIS  

as one of four “Preferred Providers” 
for its Canadian dealers.
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Software that fits agricultural dealers’ unique business needs.

2000

2000

DIS refocuses on its core 
customers – farm, construction, 

material-handling and Thermo 
King dealers.

2002
DIS acquires the Business Manager 

system, adding 180 AGCO dealers
to its customer base.

2015

DIS goes mobile for sales.

2016
Sales Logistics mobile app 

redefines unit management.

2017

Hosting Service takes the market  
by the storm.

2020
Service Logistics mobile app raises 

field tech productivity.
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Find Out Your ROI Today!

Not sure if our dealership management software is worth it? Use our simple calculator to 
find out how much it can help you save in the following areas of your business:
 
 •  Unit Sales
 •  Service  Techs
 •  Warranty Service
 •  Parts Department
 •  Floorplan Cost
 •  Admin Staff Cost

Calculate your ROI now: www.discorp.com/roi
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Our Dealers Have Grown & Found Success with DIS

With our software, you can put all your departments, products and activities in one place. 
This will allow you to get a firm grip on all your operations and maximize your profitability.

That’s why so many of our customers are so successful. 

Ready to find your success? Schedule your demo today!

1-800-426-8870

sales@discorp.com



IT’S YOUR OPPORTUNITY 
TO REINVENT YOUR BUSINESS.





1-800-426-8870
www.discorp.com
1-800-426-8870
www.discorp.com

Business card placeholder


